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INFORMATION EXCHANGE FOR:
√ Mobile Payments & Carrier Billing
√ Fraud Prevention & Cyber Security
√ Monetising Content, Traffic & Apps
√ Driving Value Added Services (VAS)
√ Advertising, Messaging & Engagement
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NEWS @ 8.1

Filter and search by “Services” specialist 
“Markets” or “Business“ type and access 
1,100+ subscriber profiles, view company 
presentations and 60+ “On Demand” 
conference session – then simply click to 
connect direct.
 
Discover new business opportunities 
in the “Chatroom”, post your own 
requirements or offers - and start 
connecting @ 8.1 
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NEW CONNECTIONS

JACQUI JONES
CEO 

Worldplay

EUROPEAN PAYMENT SOLUTIONS – LIVE DEMOS
With 25+ years’ experience, connect with a genuine expert in 
value added services and carrier-based payments. Over the 
past decade, InternetQ has become a major player all over 
Europe, combining DCB, PSMS and PRS billing under their 
kanzaroo brand. Check out their live demo service at 
www.kanzaroo.com and ask for the latest coverage overview.

MARCO PRIEWE
Managing Director

InternetQ

DCBs POST PANDEMIC GROWTH IN AFRICA
Find out how leading DCB aggregator – Worldplay is 
approaching new opportunities in the developing markets 
of Africa and the Middle East and discover which premium 
content is selling in which key markets. There are also 
encouraging signs that South African MNOs are now 
focussing on delivering real value-added services to their 
customer base.

GEORGES AZAR
Managing Partner 

Space Telecom Offshore

VAS IN EMERGING MARKETS
Our global carrier partnership makes us stand out! So as the 
telecom industry continues to throw up new challenges and 
even greater demands – we’re here to help our clients achieve 
their commercial goals. At Space Telecom Offshore you’ll 
have access to innovative technologies and top professionals 
- working hard to create compliant services and successful 
products.
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CLICK AND CONNECT @ 8.1
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RENEWED Premium Subscriber
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5 TOP BULK SMS MARKETING TIPS
SMS Marketing is 450% more effective than email, but 
Mobivate have a couple of top tips to help you effectively 
utilize this amazing marketing tool. So, check out their 
blog post and watch the video presentation on their 8.1 
company page – showcasing a range of mobile solutions incl. 
payments, subscriptions, games and charity.

2s COMPANY – ESPECIALLY FOR RESELLERS
Co-founded by Telecom2, this telecom provider specialises 
in international premium rate numbers and SMS solutions. 
Enjoy complete control over your services with their easy-to-
use white-label platform which enables resellers to manage 
sub account set-ups, number allocations, payments, and 
real time statistics. Check out the presentation on their 8.1 
company page  

RENEWED Exhibitor

HIGHER DCB CONVERSION RATES IN QATAR  
As part of their continued expansion of Value Added Services 
(VAS) offering, Go4Mobility is pleased to announce their 
latest new market: Qatar. As part of its strategy to improve 
customer presence across the Middle East – Qatar citizens 
are amongst the top Internet users in the regions - already 
embracing innovative (OTT) services.

RENEWED Exhibitor

RENEWED Exhibitor
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NEWSROOM

Virtual numbers explained

Virtual Numbers or “follow me” services are 
still one of the most powerful commercial 
tools in the market. Virtual Numbers have 
created new business opportunities leading 
to new markets, and new ways of working – 
find out how. 

A win/win idea from 
Seriously Fresh to help 
friends in Ukraine

Over the past weeks, Seriously Fresh Media 
has been looking for a way to help friends and 
colleagues in Ukraine. – find out how you can 
do business AND help …

Advertising monitoring 
identifies ‘sick’ attempts to 
capitalise on Ukraine war

Leading advertising fraud monitoring pro-
vider, MCP Insight, has revealed that in the 
past weeks it has picked up the emergence 
of shameless attempts to capitalise on the 
publics’ empathy for the plight of the citizens 
of Ukraine.

4.

Sponsors

How to Make Messaging a 
Trillion Dollar Industry

A2P SMS has been predicted to die off for 
years by some analysts houses, but we believe 
this is just the beginning, and it will become 
the foundation for rich business messaging to 
become a multi-hundred billion dollar channel 
(OK, but not a trillion). Here, we outline our 
reasoning…

On Demand Session
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CHATROOM
Chat

MOST POPULAR TAGS
#cpa #vasservices #traffic#publishers #offers#inhouse #Premium sms #vas 

mobilecontent-carrier-billing #valueaddedservices #content #games 

#movies #fitness #mVAS #traffic #CPA #DirectOffers #TRAFFIC #VAS 

#Advertiser #DCB #DirectOffers #Mediabuyer click2sms Content Covid 

Dating DCB Digital Content Fitness Health IPRN mobile billing 

moderation mVAS News OTT Premium Content PSMS SMS 

Sports SMS termination VAS Videos VOD

Looking For European DCB partners to monetise 250K mobile subscriptions p/w 
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

Looking to expand – need IVR, PSMS, Subscriptions and DCB aggregator solutions  
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

Do you have direct mVAS offers? We have traffic for you! 
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

Looking for new interconnects for PSMS, PRS, Audiotext
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

Need mVAS content provider w/ inhouse offers for HQ MENA, Africa, LATAM, Asian traffic  
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

We offer Premium GOOGLE traffic for VAS advertisers on a CPA basis
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

Looking for HQ traffic for in house campaigns - CPA model. (no misleading ads) 
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

Looking for DCB connections in LATAM – aggregators with direct connections 
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

Need licenced premium content for DCB, VAS, OTT/digital entertainment services? 
Started by Premium Subscriber in: Chatroom

5.

Looking for SMS traffic to Shortcode 
Started by Free Subscriber in: Chatroom

https://www.telemedia8point1.com
https://www.telemedia8point1.com/chat/looking-for-dcb/
https://www.telemedia8point1.com/chat/looking-for-aggregators-for-ivr-psms-solutions/
https://www.telemedia8point1.com/chat/we-have-mvas-traffic-ww/
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https://www.telemedia8point1.com/chat/mobipium-we-are-looking-for-mvas-content-providers/
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https://www.telemedia8point1.com/chat/looking-for-high-quality-traffic-for-in-house-campaigns/
https://www.telemedia8point1.com/chat/looking-for-dcb-connections-in-latam/
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